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REIMAGINE.

EVEREST INDUSTRIES
LIMITED

Most walls carry
works of art.
What if a wall looked
like one?

REIMAGINE.
Have you ever wished to create ceilings
that swept onlookers off their feet? Or walls
that whispered luxury and corners that
brought you to the centre of applause?
Doors that opened up to newer possibilities,
and furniture that had success engraved
upon it? Have you ever imagined designing
a home as a work of art? Reimagine.

A ‘forward-thinking’
belief helps us put our
best foot forward.
At Everest, everything we do stems from an eco-friendly,
efficient and forward–thinking philosophy. Our cement-based
building products challenge the age-old use of brick and
mortar. Not only are these materials much lighter and a lot
more durable, they are easier to install, and thus reduce
the construction period considerably. Their sleeker form also
ensures they take up less space, and floors get the space that
they truly deserve. Simply put, it’s not brick. It’s better.

Views so good,
you might forget to look
out the window.

Smooth.
Seamless.
Sought-after.
Aptly named, the Arte Series is an ode to those who
seek distinction and have an eye for the finer things in life.
Minimal and contemporary, these finishes are sure to
enhance the aesthetics of every home. Specially curated to
help bring your vision to life, the Arte Series is a statement
your work would like to make.

Artestone
from Everest.
Give exteriors and interiors the
attention they truly deserve.

The look of
age-old stone.
The strength
of new-age cement.
What if you could embrace the nostalgia and
magnificence of stone, minus the high cost, slow
installation and maintenance issues? The most
celebrated finish in Europe, Artestone is ready to install.
Filled with enigma, elegance and a unique way of
expression, it lends exteriors a look worth looking at.
Apart from being lighter than stone, it’s even lighter
on the pocket. With Artestone, you can now wrap homes,
offices, showrooms, malls and resorts with an added
layer of sophistication and panache.

Let the good word spread
like wildfire.

Breaking convention.
Nothing else.

Superlative resistance to fire.

Artestone is highly impact-resistant. Ideal for
commercial, industrial and residential applications.

Pest-free.

The weather changes.
The look doesn’t.

With insects staying away, exteriors are sure
to stay flawless and fabulous at all times.

These finishes help structures retain their
inherent charm through all seasons.

Designed with
attention to the
minutest detail.
Move on from your present masterpiece
to the next in no time.

Ready-to-install panels for quick
construction.
We’ve taken some load off your shoulders.

Lighter than stone for reduced load
on building.
Built for future generations.

Cement-like strength for
more durability.
More than stone.
Insulates your building.

MIRAL

The perfect decorative.
2440mm X 1220mm / 1220mm X 610mm

Thickness

8mm

Edge Profile

Square

Standard Weight

9.6Kg/Sqm

Fire Resistance Properties

Non-combustible (Fire Resistant as per BS-476 Part IV)

Moisture Resistant Properties

Moisture Resistant (Tested as per IS-14862:2000)

Thermal Conductivity

0.0872W/m-K at mean temperature of 25°C

Apparent Density

1200 Kg/m3

Acoustic Insulation

34dB for 8mm

Impact Strength

Falls under severe duty category (BS 5234, Part 2)

Modulus Of Rupture (DRY)

10N/m2

AVAILABLE SIZES

TEXTURE

2440 X 1220 X 8mm
RAW FINISH

1220 X 610 X 8mm
RAW FINISH

CRUMPLED

Standard Sizes

BRICK

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MIRAL
BRICK
SAND SLATE

ARTESTONE SUPERIORITY
Attributes

ARTESTONE

NATURAL STONE

Low

High

Lighter

Heavier

Dry

Wet

Labour Intensive
Time Consumption
Maintenence
Weight on Building
Type of Application Construction

SAND SLATE

CRUMPLED

